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FOUR PAST LOVES 
A dramatic comedy 
Co-production between 4 European countries 

Thomas has lived his life at full throttle and now his life 
is in shambles. Disconnected and aimless, he travels to 
reconnect with four great past loves, seeking 
connection and their insight into the flaws that led him 
to his failures. These strong and opinionated women 
are scattered thought Europe. The reaction of these 
women; Sofia (Helsinki), Hanna (Dublin), Vanessa 
(Bordeaux) and Veronica (Valencia) range from apathy, 
to compassion, to a rage for vengeance.



Travel format, character-based

COMPARABLES

Romance, European travel Romance, travel, search for understanding



CHARACTERS
Thomas 
A lover of life (and women) who gleefully lived life confident of success, he 
now finds himself at the end of an irreversible string of failures. A career 
demolished, he is alone and emotionally bankrupt. Obsessed with four past 
lovers, he seeks redemption and understanding by reconnecting, but 
underestimates the explosion lurking in each encounter.

Casting ideas

Mads MikkelsenAdrien Brody Michael Sheen Sam Rockwell James McAvoy Aaron Eckhart



CHARACTERS
Sophia - Helsinki, Finland 
Sophia is externally pragmatic with a unpredictable and feral core. Sofia’s 
affair with Thomas started when he was living in Helsinki working with a 
technology startup and she was a PHD candidate in Chemistry and 
Molecular Sciences. Dogmatic and precise, Sophia planned a future life with 
Michael that was shattered when he accepted a senior position in Ireland.

Casting ideas

Laura Birn Mimosa WillamoKrista KosonenPihla Viitala



CHARACTERS
Hanna - Dublin, Ireland 
Hanna was a street musician when Thomas met her but is now a manager 
at a global logistics company and has an estranged husband. She lives her 
life outside of work centered around instinct and improvisation. Does it 
bother her that she barely remembers Thomas? Not so much.

Casting ideas

Caitríona BalfeKerry Condon Katie McGrath Sarah Bolger



CHARACTERS
Vanessa - Bordeaux, France 
Vanessa sails, confidently and purposefully on a serene Gallic 
sea. She never worries, never explains and always sets her 
own course. Her affair with Thomas was deeply involving, 
until she abandoned him abruptly at the emotional apex.

Casting ideas

Marine VacthAudrey Tautou
Clémence Poésy 

Clémence Poésy Eva Green Anna Mouglalis



CHARACTERS
Veronica - Valencia, Spain 
Veronica is a woman who never does things in half measures. She 
lives in a ancient ramshackle studio where she paints canvases 
with her bare hands, creating visual diaries of her passions and 
paranoias. When Thomas shows up, she psychologically 
dismantles him, then inspects the rubble.

Casting ideas

Macarena GarcíaClara Lago Blanca Suárez Lucía Delgado Úrsula Corberó 



SPECIFICS
Production target - 2025 
Script - Christmas 2023 
Financing - 4-way co-production, France, Spain, Ireland, Finland 
Production - 9 weeks: 1 week in LA, 2 weeks in each European country 
(weeks not consecutive)  
Writer/Director, James F. Robinson (STILL BREATHING)

Bordeaux, FranceDublin, IrelandHelsinki, Finland Valencia, Spain



James F. Robinson 
JFRobinson@ZapPictures.com 
+1 213 308 0550
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